
The Winter Sky
by Dr. Arthur Babcock

Planets
Mercury becomes an easily-observed morning object

early in January and remains so through most of  February. It
then disappears in the Sun’s glare before emerging as an
evening object. Around 22 March (the end of the quarter), it
begins its best evening apparition of  the entire year for observ-
ers at our latitude.

Venus starts the quarter high in the western sky after
sunset. It remains observable in the evening sky throughout
February. In mid-March, it may actually be spotted in both the
evening and the morning sky. By the end of  the quarter, it will
be fully a morning object. It passes within two degrees of the
Moon on 2 January and within less than one-half degree on 12
January. Venus will be fairly close to Mars throughout the
season, passing about five degrees from the other planet in
early February.

Mars is observable in the western evening sky throughout
the season. It has an exceptionally close conjunction with
Neptune on 31 December: the two planets will be separated
by .02 degree! Neptune will be 1/400 the brightness of Mars,
but a telescopic view of  this conjunction might be interesting.
On  2 January, Mars will be 0.2 degree south of  a four-day-
old crescent Moon. On 31 January, Mars, Venus, and the
Moon will fit within a six-degree circle on the sky. On 27
February, Mars will come within about one-half  degree of
Uranus. On 1 March, the planet will be seen four degrees from
a three-day-old Moon.

Jupiter rises after midnight at the start of the quarter and
transits around 6:30am, so good observing of  the planet will
require loss of  sleep. By the end of  the quarter, however, it will
be observable as a late-evening object, rising before 8pm and
transiting shortly after 1am.

Saturn is too close to the Sun to be observable at the start
of  the season. In January, February, and March, it becomes
more easily observable in the morning sky.

Uranus is easy to observe at the start of  the quarter,
setting in late evening. As the season progresses, it sets earlier,
until by the end of the quarter it vanishes in the glare of the
Sun. See Mars.

Neptune has a very close conjunction with Mars on 31
December (see Mars). In February and March, it will be too
close to the Sun to observe.

The Zodiacal Light is not a planet, but as a Solar System
phenomenon, I will mention it here. One can observe the
Zodiacal Light in the west during the evening in February and
March. The Zodiacal Light is brightest nearest the Sun, so the
best time is shortly after the end of astronomical twilight when
the Moon is not risen. Those conditions obtain for the two
weeks following 13 February and 14 March. The phenomenon

looks to me very much like the light pollution from a town or
city over the western horizon, so, in order to see it, stay away
from real light pollution.

Meteor Showers
The Quadrantid meteor shower can be one of the best

of the year, and in 2017, the Moon will not interfere much.
The peak of the shower is set to occur on the night of 3-4
January, when the Moon sets around 10:30. Generally, all
meteor showers are best after midnight, so, with good
weather, we might be in luck. Incidentally, meteor showers are
named after the constellation from which they appear to
radiate. The Perseids, for example, means “daughters of
Perseus,” and the radiant point of  this shower is indeed in the
constellation Perseus. How is it, then, that the radiant of  the
Quadrantids is in Boötes? The answer is that the shower was
named when there was a constellation Quadrans Muralis,
which was later incorporated into the constellation Boötes by
the International Astronomical Union, which decides such
things.

Comets
Periodic comet 2P/Encke may be a good bet in Febru-

ary, in the constellation Pisces. According to Seiichi Yoshida, this
comet brightens dramatically around its perihelion date (10
March). He predicts magnitude 8 in February. Comet 45P/
Honda-Mrkos-Pajdusakova may (continued on p. 6)

reach 6th magnitude in the mid-February morning sky.
Comet 41P/Tuttle-Giacobini-Kresak brightens unpredict-
ably when it approaches the Sun. In 1973, it flared ten magni-
tudes brighter than predicted, and achieved naked-eye visibility
at magnitude 4. In 1995 and 2001, it reached about 7th magni-
tude, which would make it a binocular object. Finding charts
for all these comets are available on Seiichi Yoshida’s Home
Page.

Eclipses
There will be a penumbral lunar eclipse on the evening

of  10 February. As seen from the Central Coast, the eclipse will
begin before moonrise. In this type of lunar eclipse, explained
in the Spring, 2016, issue of the Newsletter, the Moon does not
pass through the umbra, which is the darkest part of the
Earth’s shadow. Consequently, the effect on the appearance of
the Full Moon, can be quite undramatic, even unnoticeable. If I
were you, I would reserve my 2017 eclipse ambitions for the
total solar eclipse of 21 August 2017, which crosses the
lower 48 U.S.A. from Oregon all the way to South Carolina.
(See Eclipse Events, p. 3.) Online information about this event
will shortly become not only available, but unavoidable, so
make your plans now.




